Worms, salmon eggs, flies, maggots, or smaller fish
A good __ will send you bait out farther
Good place to fish from or pull your boat up to
Keep this tight, loose ones lose fish
Artificial ones are easier to tie on than real ones
Look for big fish out here
A __ Runs Through It
If you don't have a boat, you can stand here
Rainbow, brook, cutthroat, lake and brown __
Doesn't let your bait sink too far
Nemo's dad, or a big ocean fish
Needlenose __ can be used to remove hooks
Sockeye, chinook and king __
Takes your bait deeper
Bass, __, and catfish are warm water fish
River fish like to face into the __
Permit that allows you to catch fish
Your daily limit is the __ amount of fish you can catch
Some areas only allow you to catch and __ fish
Fishing is a good activity for __; it teaches patience
Use a net to remove a fish from the water to avoid __ it
Running a boat with bait or lures trailing behind
Pants that keep you dry in the water
A __ __ holds all your fishing gear
Some __ lures can be very fancy
You can't fish without a __ __
__ are the rules that control where you can fish
A very large type of worm
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